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Abstract—The rapid shift toward video on-demand and real
time information systems has affected mobile as well as wired
networks. The research community has placed a strong focus
on optimizing the Quality of Experience (QoE) of video traffic,
mainly because video is popular among Internet users. Techniques
have been proposed in different directions towards improvement
of the perception of video users. This paper investigates the
performance of a novel cross-layer architecture for optimizing
the QoE of video traffic. The proposed architecture is compared
to two other architectures; non-adaptive and adaptive. For the
former, video traffic is sent without adaptation, whereas for
the later video sources adapt their transmission rate. Both
are compared in terms of the mean opinion score of video
sessions, number of sessions, delay, packet drop ratio, jitter and
utilization. The results from extensive simulations show that the
proposed architecture outperforms the non-adaptive and adaptive
architectures for video traffic.
Keywords—Rate-adaptation; video; cross-layer optimization,
QoE;
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid shift toward video on-demand and real time
information systems has affected the mobile as well as wired
networks. For example, industries have started to secure their
system and doctors are seeing their patients remotely using
video-based systems. This increase in video based applications
has contributed substantially to the growth of the Internet
traffic in general and mobile data traffic more specifically.
In 2013, the global mobile traffic grew by 81% and video
is expected to form 69.1% by 2018 [1]. This is due to the
fact that video has much higher bit rates compared to other
contents.
The research community has recently focused on optimiz-
ing the Quality of Experience (QoE) of video traffic mainly
because it has received high popularity among Internet users.
Techniques have been proposed in different directions towards
improvement of the perception of video users. Although, these
techniques have enabled the Internet to provide some level of
guaranteed QoS to realtime traffic, some consider the Internet
to be broken in terms of handling traffic [2].
QoE extended the scope of expectation further wide to
include the involvement of other layers in addition to network
layer. In previous work, we proposed a QoE-aware cross-layer
architecture for video traffic over the Internet [3]. It addressed
QoE degradation in a bottleneck network by adapting video
application rates and control of video session admittance. Fig-
ure 1 shows the cross-layer architecture in which the proposed
blocks are highlighted. Video sources perform rate adaptation
at the application layer and the network layer controls ac-
ceptance to the ISP network through a QoE-aware admission
control. Parameters from relevant layers in the application and
network layers are employed by the proposed architecture. The
key parameters considered are the instantaneous arrival rate of
each video session and the rate of requested video session from
the application layer. On the network layer, the link capacity
and number of current video sessions are taken into account.
For more detail about the implementation of the architecture,
we refer interested readers to [3].
In this paper, we investigate the performance of the pro-
posed architecture (cross architecture) in terms of the Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) of video sessions, number of session,
delay, packet drop ratio, jitter and utilization. It is compared
with two other architectures; non-adaptive in which video
traffic sent without adaptation and adaptive in which video
sources adapting their transmission rate.
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Fig. 1. QoE-aware cross-layer architecture for video traffic over the Internet
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related
work is reviewed in Section II. Section III explains the evalu-
ation environment. The results are presented and discussed in
Section IV. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Algorithms have been proposed to enhance QoE of video
sessions through adapting transmission rate. [4] presented a
QoE-aware tool based on which rate is adapted dynamically
for multicast in wireless LAN. A model has been developed by
[5] to optimize QoE and wireless network utilization through
SBR adaptation. In [6], a QoE-based adaptation algorithm for
H.264/SVC Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
streaming is introduced.
QoE optimization has also been proposed through cross-
layer design. The authors of [7] introduced a QoE-aware
cross-layer optimization to allocate the wireless resource for
each DASH user. In [8], the authors set up an algorithm to
allocate resources for video streaming in high speed downlink
access which considers QoE, and synchronously guarantees
fairness to users. An application/MAC/physical cross-layer ar-
chitecture that enables optimizing perceptual quality for delay-
constrained scalable video transmission has been proposed by
[9]. A cross-layer scheme for optimizing resource allocation
and user perceived quality of video applications based on
QoE prediction model that maps between object parameters
and subject perceived quality has been proposed by [10].
[11] has enhanced automatic feedback of end-to-end QoE
to the service level management for better service quality
and resource utilization by presenting a QoE-based cross-
layer design of mobile video systems. [12] incorporates a rate
adaptation scheme and the IEEE 802.21 media independent
handover framework to propose a QoE-driven seamless hand-
off scheme. [13] introduced an application-driven objective
function that jointly optimizes the application layer, data-link
layer and physical layer of the wireless protocol stack for
video streaming. [14] extends [13]’s work from application-
driven to a QoE-based cross-layer design framework for high
speed downlink packet access to maximize user satisfaction.
[15] shows several techniques to optimize QoE in multimedia
network in terms of the number of admitted sessions and
video quality. Traffic adaptation, admission control and rate
adaptation are proposed within an automatic management
layer. The average number of satisfied users was maximized
through a QoE-aware scheduling framework by sending a
single bit feedback to indicate the satisfaction level [16].
Similar to the discussed literature, the cross architecture is
based on joint functionalities across layers of TCP/IP, however
it is different as it integrates the rate adaptation capability of
video application with a QoE-aware admission control.
III. EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
For the purpose of evaluation, the cross architecture was
compared to each of the non-adaptive and adaptive architec-
tures. Mean MOS, number of admitted sessions, packet drop
ratio, mean delay, mean jitter and utilization were calculated
as performance metrics of each architecture.
We encoded the same video sequence shown in Table I
with fixed video quantizer scale for non-adaptive architecture
and variable scales for adaptive and cross architecture using
ffmpeg [17]. The details of coding parameters are recorded
in the table. Source video trace files were inserted into the
bottleneck link and decoded videos were generated from
simulation dump files using tools provided by [18] and NS-2
[19]. We used Evalvid-RA framework [18] for video encoding,
decoding and interfacing with the ns-2 network. It comes with
a set of tools which can be used to generate video trace files,
evaluate video quality by means of PSNR and MOS metrics.
The Evalvid-RA MOS metric is based on [20] which computes
the average quality of each video within a scale of 1 to 5 when
1 represents bad and 5 excellent quality.
A dumbbell topology with a 7Mbps bottleneck link was
used to study the performance of each architecture. New
sessions were requested randomly within every second of
the simulation time and were accepted if the bandwidth was
sufficient. In all three scenarios, in addition to 24 VBR sources,
24 FTP sources were simulated to create background traffics.
Thus, maximum of 24 video sources competed for the band-
width of the bottleneck link throughout the simulation which
run for 500 seconds. The settings of the network parameters
are shown in Table I. Other parameters were kept fixed for all
three architectures.
TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Video content
Video sequence Grandma
Description Woman speaking at low motion
Frame size QCIF(176x144)
Duration(sec) 28
Number of frames 870
Encoder
Frame rate(fps) 30
Group of picture 30
video quantizer scale 2 (non-adaptive)
2-31 (adaptive and cross architecture)
Network
Link capacity(Mbps) 7
Packet size(byte) 1052
UDP header size(byte) 8
IP header size(byte) 20
Queue size(packet) 2000
Queue management Droptail
Queue discipline FIFO(First In First Out)
Simulation time(sec) 500
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Figure 2 explains the relationship between the MOS and
sender bit rate. It can be noticed that there is a logarithmic
relationship between MOS and sender bitrate. A bitrate of
100Kbps or higher provides the maximum value of MOS
(5) and excellent video quality for the specific video content
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Fig. 2. Relationship between MOS and sender bitrate
described in Table I. However, this relationship depends on the
video content type [21]. Thus, lower value of MOS and less
quality is expected for medium and high content movement
videos for the same bitrate [21].
The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the mean
MOS of accepted video sessions for each architecture is plotted
in Figure 3. adaptive traffic attempts to adapt its sending
rate according to available resources such as bandwidth and
buffer. This is done at the application layer in contrast to the
traditional friendly TCP self-controlling which is done at the
transport layer on which the non-adaptive architecture is based.
Thus, applications that have capability of rate adaptation are
more aware about what is happening in the network. Variation
in the sender rate indicates the level of the quality delivered to
end users. While, there is a considerable improvement of mean
MOS of the adaptive architecture (1.8) through adaptation
of sender rate compared to the non-adaptive architecture (1),
a modest increase of mean MOS of the cross architecture
(2.4) over the adaptive architecture is noticed. This slight
enhancement in the video quality by the cross architecture still
can make the difference in today’s huge video sessions over
the Internet. Moreover, the cross architecture accommodates
higher number of sessions in addition to the modest increase
of the MOS. This can be observed in Figure 4. 20 sessions with
the mean MOS of 2.4 out of the total 24 video sessions are
accepted by the cross architecture, while 15 by the adaptive
and 5 by the non-adaptive architecture. Note that we con-
sidered sessions that can be successfully decoded and played
back by the receiver. i.e. there might be more sessions, but
since they couldn’t be decoded and played back successfully
by the receiver, they were not taken into consideration. The
difference of the mean MOS and number of sessions can be
better compared in the bar chart 5 which plots the CDF of
the mean MOS and number of sessions together for all three
architectures.
Video streaming services are tolerance to some extend of
packet loss. Thank to some characteristics of video traffic such
as burstiness in the rate and error concealment in the decoder
which make video to accept some tolerance of packet loss.
We calculated the CDF of the mean packet drop ratio for
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Fig. 3. CDF of the mean MOS of the non-adaptive, adaptive and cross
architecture video sessions
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Fig. 4. CDF of the mean number of sessions of the non-adaptive, adaptive
and cross architecture video sessions
each architecture and plotted in Figure 6. The video traffic
in the cross architecture faced less drop compared to the non-
adaptive and adaptive traffic.
Although, video streaming is sensitive to delay more than
it is to packet loss, current massive amount of video traffic on
the Internet requires less restrict technique in order to serve
as maximum number as possible of user sessions with not
excellent but reduced quality. The CDF of the mean delay and
mean jitter for each architecture are measured and depicted
in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. The video traffic in the cross
architecture experienced less delay and higher jitter compared
to non-adaptive and adaptive architectures. The mean jitter is
almost double which may be a concern for video streaming
and therefore requires more attention and research.
The non-adaptive and adaptive architectures do not use
the capacity of the bottleneck link efficiently. As mentioned
earlier in this section, a few number of video sessions can
be decoded and played back successfully by the receiver.
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Fig. 5. mean MOS and mean number of sessions for non-adaptive, adaptive
and cross architecture flows
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Fig. 6. CDF of the mean packet loss ratio of the non-adaptive, adaptive and
cross architecture video sessions
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Fig. 7. CDF of the mean delay of the non-adaptive, adaptive and cross
architecture video sessions
However, they utilized the link considerably high in terms
of the number of received bits. The utilization therefore can
be seen high, although it is still lower than the utilization of
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Fig. 8. CDF of the mean jitter of the non-adaptive, adaptive and cross
architecture video sessions
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Fig. 9. CDF of the utilization of the non-adaptive, adaptive and cross
architecture video sessions
the cross architecture. Figure 9 shows the utilization of each
architecture.
V. CONCLUSION
The performance of our proposed architecture (cross archi-
tecture) was analyzed and compared to two other architectures;
non-adaptive and adaptive. The performance metrics taken in
the study were the mean MOS of video sessions, number
of sessions, packet drop ratio, mean delay, mean jitter and
utilization. The extensive simulation results have shown that
the cross architecture can provide a modest improvement in
the MOS, considerably a higher number of successful decoded
video session, less mean delay and packet loss but a higher
mean jitter. It utilizes the link more efficiently. Investigation
will be conducted in the future in regards to the jitter of video
traffic for the cross architecture. Higher video resolutions will
be used for the evaluation. The architecture is compared to
other cross-layer architectures in further work.
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